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Justice League Vol 5 Legacy Rebirth Justice League Legacy Rebirth Justice League Rebirth
In this collection of DC Comics crossovers, Dark Horse brings never republished material featuring a host of
heroes back to fans in a single volume. The JLA take on the most frightening hunters in the universe--the
Predators--in adaptive superhero form! Batman teams up with Tarzan to resist the claws of the Catwoman as
two orphan heroes protect their own jungles. Kyle Rayner must don the mantle of Green Lantern to turn back
the tide of Aliens that Hal Jordan once permitted to live. Super-teens join forces as Spyboy and his friends
work alongside Young Justice to defeat nightmarish foes.
The Might Beyond the Mirror, the great threat that Batman assembled the Justice League of America to stop,
has finally arrived in the form of the Queen of Fables. However, Batman is gone, and the Queen has granted
Killer Frost her fondest wish-a cure for her condition. Caitlin Snow has now switched sides, leaving the team
down two members. But then the League is joined by Immateria’s champion-Promethea. Can she help them,
or will reality crumble at the Queen’s whim? Speaking of reality, the Adjudicator, a being who lives beyond
the Multiverse, has determined that the Extremists’ homeworld of Angor must remain dead. Batman and
Black Canary have different ideas about that, and partner with former foes Dreamslayer and Lord Havok to
alter reality or die trying! All of this is prelude to the team’s final mission, as the JLA must stop the time thief
Chronos from killing Ahl, the god of superheroes, preventing him from seeding Earth with the concept of the
hero. If the team fails, they all will cease to exist, leaving Earth vulnerable to all manner of evil. Steve
Orlando (Midnighter, Supergirl) collaborates with artists including Neil Edwards, Hugo Petrus and Miguel
Mendonça in what is one of the most offbeat and compelling lineups the Justice League of America has ever
seen. Collects Justice League of America #22-29.The Might Beyond the Mirror, the great threat that Batman
assembled the Justice League of America to stop, has finally arrived in the form of the Queen of Fables.
However, Batman is gone, and the Queen has granted Killer Frost her fondest wish-a cure for her condition.
Caitlin Snow has now switched sides, leaving the team down two members. But then the League is joined by
Immateria’s champion-Promethea. Can she help them, or will reality crumble at the Queen’s whim? Speaking
of reality, the Adjudicator, a being who lives beyond the Multiverse, has determined that the Extremists’
homeworld of Angor must remain dead. Batman and Black Canary have different ideas about that, and
partner with former foes Dreamslayer and Lord Havok to alter reality or die trying! All of this is prelude to the
team’s final mission, as the JLA must stop the time thief Chronos from killing Ahl, the god of superheroes,
preventing him from seeding Earth with the concept of the hero. If the team fails, they all will cease to exist,
leaving Earth vulnerable to all manner of evil. Steve Orlando (Midnighter, Supergirl) collaborates with artists
including Neil Edwards, Hugo Petrus and Miguel Mendonça in what is one of the most offbeat and compelling
lineups the Justice League of America has ever seen. Collects Justice League of America #22-29.
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"Naomi will learn more dark secrets of her birth world's broken legacy, while Hawkgirl and Black Canary
battle through the henchmen trenches. But where are Superman and Black Adam, and what kind of trouble is
Aquaman in? (Hint: it's bad.) And that's just the beginning for our heroes. In Justice League Dark 2021 annual,
Swamp Thing takes center stage. After the fall of the Parliament of Trees, the Parliament of Flowers and its
new guardian have risen. It's now up to Alec Holland to convince him to become a benevolent protector of the
world, but little does he know, a foe from his past, the Floronic Man, is trying to sway the guardian as well.
Which path will the King of Petals choose?"-"Comics superstars Bryan Hitch and Tony S. Daniel join a league of talented artists in JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE
REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE! Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth
event, this deluxe edition collects the first eleven issues of the acclaimed series and the Rebirth special that
started it, all together in one hardcover volume for the first time! Superman. Batman. Wonder Woman. The
Flash. Cyborg. Green Lantern. TheyÍre more than just a team of superheroes. TheyÍre the Justice Leagueƒand
theyÍre about to enter a whole new era! The Superman these incredible heroes once knew is dead, leaving an
older, wiser Man of Steel from a vanished universe to take up the fight against evil. Hal Jordan, the greatest
of the Green Lanterns, has taken to the stars, entrusting his place in the League to his powerful but untested
young prot_g_s, Jessica Cruz and Simon Baz. Now the Justice League must get used to these new faces and
learn to work as a team once more. But theyÍd better do it fast. TheyÍre about to confront the biggest threats
theyÍve ever faced, from godlike machines capable of converting all life on Earth into a weapon, to a humble
hacker whoÍs ready to hit them where it hurts mostƒ Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE (Rebirth) #1-11."
Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 1 (Rebirth)
Justice League Vol. 3: Timeless (Rebirth)
Justice League Dark: the Great Wickedness
Buffy the Vampire Slayer Legacy Edition Book One
Justice League Vol. 4: Endless

The epic Rebirth-era adventures of the World's Greatest Superheroes continues here, as Bryan Hitch delivers
JUSTICE LEAGUE: THE REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 3! The Justice League is dead...or worse. It's 22 years
in the future, and Earth is a wasteland, crushed under the heel of a dread goddess known only as Sovereign. But
the world's greatest heroes have left one thing behind that can save the world. Their legacy. The children of the
Justice League, now heroes in their own time, must travel back in time to stop Sovereign before she kills their
parents and seizes power. As the original Leaguers process the shock of meeting grown sons and daughters
they didn't know they'd have (in some cases with their teammates), their offspring search for clues to
Sovereign's rise. Continuing the Rebirth series for the first time in hardcover, Bryan Hitch and a superstar
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creative team present Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. Collects Justice League #26-33.
Introduces the characters--heroes and villains--and major story lines of DC Comics' comic books about the
interplanetary club of superheroes who work together to safeguard the universe.
"The Rebirth of the Justice League continues in a thrilling, action-packed story that could only come from
comics superstar team Bryan Hitch (THE AUTHORITY, The Ultimates) and artists Fernando Pasarin (GREEN
LANTERN CORPS) and Matt Ryan (WONDER WOMAN). An army of aliens known as the Timeless has attacked
Earth, sending a wave of destruction through history. Only EarthÍs first line of defense, the Justice League, is
powerful enough to stop them. But the League has been split up, scattered through time to key moments of
powerƒand if the Timeless succeed in destroying these moments, superheroes will never have existed. From
Wonder Woman at the birth of the Olympian gods to Cyborg in the distant 31st Centurycentury, each Justice
League member is fighting alone against overwhelming odds. All except Batman and Superman, who have
traveled together to the ends of the time wave to confront its source. With the very existence of SupermanÍs wife
and son at risk, can the worldÍs greatest heroes save EarthÍs entire history? Or will the Justice League finally
run out of time? Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #14-19."
The Dark Knight, facing a threat more powerful than he can handle alone, must trust inexperienced superheroes,
including Superman, The Flash, and Green Lantern.
Dear Justice League
JLA
Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2
Justice League Vol. 2 (Rebirth)
Justice League Vol. 7: Justice Lost
The greatest heroes in the DC Comics universe, the Justice League, answer mail from their biggest fans--kids!--courtesy of
Michael Northrop, New York Times bestselling author of TombQuest, and artist Gustavo Duarte. Does Superman ever make
mistakes? What was Wonder Woman's eleventh birthday like? Does Aquaman smell like fish? In this new middle-grade
graphic novel, iconic heroes are asked questions both big and small, and when they are not busy saving the world, the
Justice League even finds time to respond. Their honest and humorous answers will surprise and delight readers of any age,
as it turns out that being a superhero is not too different from being a kid. Full of feats, follies, and colorful illustrations, Dear
Justice League gives readers the inside scoop into everyday heroics, no matter who wears the cape!
The Justice League is dead...or worse. It’s 22 years in the future, and Earth is a wasteland, crushed under the heel of a
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dread goddess known only as Sovereign. But the world’s greatest heroes have left one thing behind that can save the world.
Their legacy. The children of the Justice League, now heroes in their own time, must travel back in time to stop Sovereign
before she kills their parents and seizes power. As the original Leaguers process the shock of meeting grown sons and
daughters they didn’t know they’d have (in some cases with their teammates), their offspring search for clues to Sovereign’s
rise. But when it seems like one of the Justice League is fated to become Sovereign, will the team battle their own flesh and
blood? Writer Bryan Hitch (The Authority) and artist Fernando Pasarin (Green Lantern Corps) introduce the next generation
of heroes in these tales from Justice League #26-31!
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and the rest of the Justice League battle a collection of intergalactic villains.
In this shocking conclusion, Justice League Incarnate must face their worst threat yet: each other! With half the team under
the control of the forces of darkness, what chance do they have of stopping Darkseid from achieving his ultimate victory? No
matter who wins, everyone loses because the real crisis has yet to come...
Justice League 3000 Vol. 1: Yesterday Lives (The New 52)
Justice League Vol. 1: Origin (The New 52)
Justice League
Justice League Vol. 5
The Sixth Dimension
The definitive collection of every Buffy the Vampire Slayer comic, for the first time presented in publication order, continues
in this all-new volume. THE OFFICIAL TIE-IN TO JOSS WHEDON’S AWARD-WINNING BUFFY THE VAMPIRE
SLAYER TELEVISION SERIES! Set during the fifth and sixth seasons of Buffy the Vampire Slayer television series, the
Scooby Gang deals with two of their greatest tragedies. Joyce Summers is dead - but while Buffy and her friends must all
cope with their pain, one of them holds a secret that might be the only way to stop a demon invasion. Then, Buffy herself dies
and without the Slayer, it seems like Sunnydale has been left defenseless. Now the Scooby Gang must discover if they have
what it takes to protect their home - and bring their friend back to life! Collects Buffy the Vampire Slayer #39-50, previously
published by Dark Horse Comics. This volume also collects rare short stories including “Willow & Tara: Demonology
Menagerie”, “Rock ’N Roll All Night”, “Mall Rats” and “Angels We Have Seen on High.”
The next phase of the DC Universe begins here! Dark Knights: Death Metal presented the darkest threats of the Multiverse.
DC Future State revealed what may lie ahead. Now it’s time to look into the Infinite Frontier of the current-day DC
Universe. In Gotham City, The Joker jolts citizens awake with an attack even the Dark Knight never expected. In Brazil, a
young woman discovers her destiny and her connection to the Amazons. In Belle Reve, Amanda Waller plots an invasion of
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Arkham Asylum. In the far reaches of space, Mongul dreams of galactic domination, while the Green Lantern Corps hosts a
summit of its greatest enemies. At the Hall of Justice, the League joins forces with Black Adam. Beyond the mortal world,
Wonder Woman settles into a new role in the godsphere. And somewhere in the DC Universe-it’s the return of Stargirl, in an
all-new tale written by Geoff Johns! This oversized, all-star issue kicks off the next great era of storytelling and excitement as
top writers and artists reveal what’s next for the World’s Greatest Heroes and opens the door to some of the greatest stories
of 2021.The next phase of the DC Universe begins here! Dark Knights: Death Metal presented the darkest threats of the
Multiverse. DC Future State revealed what may lie ahead. Now it’s time to look into the Infinite Frontier of the current-day
DC Universe. In Gotham City, The Joker jolts citizens awake with an attack even the Dark Knight never expected. In Brazil,
a young woman discovers her destiny and her connection to the Amazons. In Belle Reve, Amanda Waller plots an invasion of
Arkham Asylum. In the far reaches of space, Mongul dreams of galactic domination, while the Green Lantern Corps hosts a
summit of its greatest enemies. At the Hall of Justice, the League joins forces with Black Adam. Beyond the mortal world,
Wonder Woman settles into a new role in the godsphere. And somewhere in the DC Universe-it’s the return of Stargirl, in an
all-new tale written by Geoff Johns! This oversized, all-star issue kicks off the next great era of storytelling and excitement as
top writers and artists reveal what’s next for the World’s Greatest Heroes and opens the door to some of the greatest stories
of 2021.
ÒJustice League continues PriestÕs excellent run on the title, bringing in big themes and handling them skillfully. ItÕs well
worth a read.Ó ÑComicosity ÒItÕs going to be a big summer for DCÕs biggest superheroes.Ó ÑSyfy Wire The teamÕs
greatest fan has turned into their greatest threat as he uses their secrets against themÑall in the name of getting their focus
back on what matters. To accomplish his twisted goal, he cripples the Watchtower and brings the Justice League literally
back to Earth! The doomed headquarters has crashed in Africa, and a fight over salvage rights turns into a humanitarian
crisis. The Red Lion, ruler of a ravaged country, has hired ruthless villain Deathstroke to intervene on his behalf, and the
team becomes the only thing standing in the way of a slaughter. The first Rebirth incarnation of the Justice League concludes,
mixing action with human consequences as the team is forced to confront issues that canÕt be settled with superpowers.
Collects Justice League #39-43, by Eisner Award-nominated writer Christopher Priest (Deathstroke) and artists Pete Woods
(Robin), Ian Churchill (Teen Titans) and Philippe Briones (Aquaman).
Witness the start of a new era for the Justice League starring Jonathan Kent as Superman, Yara Flor as Wonder Woman, Jo
Mullein as Green Lantern, Andy Curry as Aquawoman, a new Flash from the Multiverse, and [REDACTED] as Batman!
Together, they protect the future, yet apart, their identities are secret even from one another-but why? When their greatest
adversaries wind up murdered in an abandoned Hall of Justice, all clues point to...the Justice League! The new team’s
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adventures begin here! And in a new tale of the Justice League Dark, a witch hunt across the DC Universe begins as magic
users are harvested and executed-and the team is on the run! Zatanna and Detective Chimp (now possessed by Etrigan) must
round up new and old teammates, including John Constantine, Ragman, and Madame Xanadu. Their mission? To battle the
power-mad Crow King, Merlin, before his plans for magical domination destroy the fabric of reality. But where is Dr. Fate?
And what led the team to disband in the first place? Discover the truth here!
Green Lantern: Legacy Hardcover Edition
Legacy
Justice League Incarnate (2021-) #1
Justice League: Galaxy of Terrors
Buffy the Vampire Slayer Legacy Edition Book 5

After answering a distress signal from distant space, Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, the Flash, and Green Lantern discover an
abandoned cargo ship full of young aliens! When the League attempts to return the children to their home planet, they are met with awe,
terror, and war! Thus begins a new story line that will take the League to an unknown and war-torn planet, overrun with new species, a
perilous mystery, and an otherworldly adversary. As the team faces off with different uncertainties and battles rogue factions, can the League
save a population that hates and fears them? Or will it threaten any hope the Justice League has of returning home? This title collects Justice
League #48-52.
Author Bryan Hitch brings the children of the World's Greatest Superheroes back from the future to enact an unthinkable plan! Featuring the
LEGACY storyline, the children of the Justice League come from the future to stop a terrible event that destroys their world. There's only one
problem- they came back too late, the cataclysm has already been set in motion and now the children are forced to come up with a backup
plan that involves doing the unthinkable. The characters from 2017's most anticipated film unite to fight forces that they could not handle
without each other. Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #26-31.
The rules of magic have changed forever, and the Justice League Dark is ready to keep the peace in the magical world! But that peace will
be shattered as Circe steps to center stage, gathering a team of magic's most dangerous monsters to take control of magic once and for all!
The Floronic Man, Papa Midnite, Klarion the Witch Boy, Solomon Grundy...Circe has gathered her Injustice League Dark for a reason, and it
is going to tear the world of Magic apart! Just as Wonder Woman thought the realms of magic were back under control, a new Witching War
brought on by this unstoppable group of villains threatens to destroy everything. Can she find out what Circe is after, and stop her before it's
too late?
The Justice League are dead. Manhattan is destroyed. And, somehow, it s all Flash s fault. A mysterious attacker with a mega-powerful
weapon keeps targeting the Flash and those around him, blaming Flash for his family s death. Every time Flash comes into contact with the
weapon s energy, he finds himself flung further back in time. The Flash is joined by Justice League member Batman now can they solve
the mystery and save the city before time catches up to their destruction once more? Writer/artist Bryan Hitch (THE AUTHORITY) is joined by
guest creators including Shea Fontana (DC SUPER HERO GIRLS), Dan Abnett (AQUAMAN), Ian Churchill (TEEN TITANS), Tom DeFalco
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(SUPERMAN), Philip Briones (NEW SUICIDE SQAUD) and Tom Derenick (INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US) as the world s greatest
detectives face challenges they can t overcome with might alone! Collects issues #20-25.
Justice League Vol. 1: The Totality
United They Stand
Future State: Justice League (2021-2021) #1
The Ultimate Guide to the Justice League of America
Justice League: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3
The Rebirth of the Justice League continues as Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman, the Flash and the newest Green Lanterns go toe-totoe with such challengers as Maxwell Lord, the Suicide Squad, hostile alien hives, zombie armies andÑmost dangerous of allÑbeings
with the power to manipulate time itself! Whether they are repeating the same moments again and again or are flung to far reaches of
history, can even the mighty powers of the Justice League conquer time? Writer/artist Bryan Hitch (The Authority) and artist Fernando
Pasarin (Green Lantern Corps) take the WorldÕs Greatest Heroes past the fourth dimension in this deluxe edition, featuring guest
stories from Shea Fontana, Dan Abnett, Tom Derenick, Ian Churchill and more. Collects Justice League #12-25.
For months, Batman has been haunted by the death of Tim Drake, the young hero who fought beside him as Red Robin. Tim helped
Batman assemble a team of heroes and misfits to help him keep Gotham safe, then fell in battle defending the city. Or so it seemed. In
reality, Tim has been held captive, snatched from the moment of death by the mysterious Mr. Oz. Now he must escape this prison that
exists outside of time, but he isnÕt coming back alone. Tim has every reason to trust his fellow prisoner, but when his new ally proves
heÕs not afraid to kill, Tim begins to doubt everything he thought he knew! When the duo make their way back to Gotham City, TimÕs
escape partner sets a plan in motion to murder one of BatmanÕs allies. Even reunited with Red Robin, can Batman and his team of
heroes protect one of their own from a killer who knows them better than they know themselves? Writer James Tynion IV
(Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) and artists Eddy Barrows, Alvaro Martinez and Carmen Carnero continue the acclaimed run on
Batman: Detective Comics. Collects Detective Comics #963-968.
The owner of the Jade Market has a secret--one that will soon change her grandson's life. Thirteen-year-old Tai Pham lives in the
apartment above his grandmother's store, where his bedroom is crammed with sketchpads and comic books. But not even his most
imaginative drawings could compare to the colorful adventure he's about to embark on. When Tai inherits his grandmother's jade ring,
he soon finds out it's more than it appears. Suddenly he's being inducted into a group of space cops known as the Green Lanterns, his
neighborhood is being overrun by some racist bullies, and every time he puts pen to paper, he's forced to confront that he might not be
creative enough or strong enough to uphold his ba's legacy. Now Tai must decide what kind of hero he wants to be: will he learn to soar
above his insecurities or will the past keep him grounded?
Taking things in stride is not easy for Kizzy Ann, but with her border collie, Shag, stalwart at her side, she sets out to live a life as sweet
as syrup on cornbread. In 1963, as Kizzy Ann prepares for her first year at an integrated school, she worries about the color of her skin,
the scar running from the corner of her right eye to the tip of her smile, and whether anyone at the white school will like her. She writes
letters to her new teacher in a clear, insistent voice, stating her troubles and asking questions with startling honesty. The new teacher
is supportive, but not everyone feels the same, so there is a lot to write about. Her brother, James, is having a far less positive school
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experience than she is, and the annoying white neighbor boy won’t leave her alone. But Shag, her border collie, is her refuge. Even so,
opportunity clashes with obstacle. Kizzy Ann knows she and Shag could compete well in the dog trials, but will she be able to enter?
From Jeri Watts comes an inspiring middle-grade novel about opening your mind to the troubles and scars we all must bear — and
facing life with hope and trust.
Origin. Volume 1
Justice League Beyond
Justice League Unlimited
Justice League of America Vol. 5: Deadly Fable
Justice League Vol. 4
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! As a part of the monumental DC Comics--The New 52 event, comics superstars Geoff Johns and Jim Lee
bring you an all-new origin story for the Justice League! In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion from
the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy the earth as we know it. Now, faced with a threat far
beyond anything he can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space
cop, an Amazon Princess and an undersea monarch. Will Superman, the Flash, Cyborg, Green Lantern, Wonder Woman and Aquaman be
able to put aside their differences and come together to save the world? Or will they destroy each other first? In one of the most gamechanging titles in comics industry history, Geoff Johns and Jim Lee re-imagine the classic heroes of the DC Universe for the 21st century.
This volume collects issues #1-6 of JUSTICE LEAGUE, part of the DC Comics--The New 52 event.
From Joss Whedon (creator of Buffy The Vampire Slayer) comes the official tie-in to the critically acclaimed Buffy The Vampire Slayer
television series! Set during the third season of the Buffy The Vampire Slayer television series, discover untold stories of the Scooby Gang
and their fight against evil in Sunnydale—all while trying not to fail their exams! Collects Buffy The Vampire Slayer #1-10 (Dark Horse
Comics, published 1998-2003), as well as short stories from the era in a newly designed, value priced format that no Buffy fan can miss!
The Justice League ventures to the Sixth Dimension in hopes of saving their world. Meanwhile, Superman is trapped on a world with no light
and hundreds of dead Supermen! The Multiverse is teetering on the brink, and Lex Luthor's Legion of Doom is poised for victory. The final
form of Perpetua takes shape, and the DCU will never be the same again!
Part of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line of volume one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! Superman has fallen. The
Man of Steel died protecting his adopted home, leaving his allies in the Justice League to fight on without him-and leaving the older, wiser
Superman of a vanished universe to pick up the torch. But to Batman, Wonder Woman and the rest of the League, this new “Superman” is a
stranger. And just like Jessica Cruz and Simon Baz, the rookie Green Lanterns left by Hal Jordan to guard the globe in his absence, the
replacement Superman has a lot to prove. He’d better do it quickly. Because a godlike threat unlike any the League has ever fought is
coming. Vast engines of destruction are about to be unleashed, remaking the planete s surface and forging its people into living weapons.
They are the extinction machines. And it will take every member of the Justice League to shut them down… Comics superstars Bryan Hitch
(JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA) and Tony S. Daniel (SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN) join forces to launch a bold new era for comics’
greatest superhero team in JUSTICE LEAGUE VOL. 1: THE EXTINCTION MACHINES-exploding from the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth
event! Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE #1-5 as well as the JUSTICE Page
LEAGUE:
REBIRTH one-shot.
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Justice League Vol. 1: The Extinction Machines
Batman - Detective Comics Vol. 5: A Lonely Place of Living
Justice League Dark Vol. 3: the Witching War
Kizzy Ann Stamps
Justice League Vol. 5: the Doom War
In the far flung future in the year 3000, the Justice League still exists and they're more familiar than you could
imagine. Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, The Flash and Green Lantern comprise the League, but how is it
that a millenia from now, these heroes could still exists? JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000 VOL. 1: YESTERDAY LIVES is
a new series starring the heroes of today--tomorrow from the classic Justice League writing team of Keith
Giffen and J.M. DeMatteis with legendary artist Howard Porter (JLA). Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000 #1-7.
The Justice League is reunited in these stories from issues #1-13, Justice League/Aquaman: Drowned Earth #1
and Aquaman/Justice League: Drowned Earth #1. First, the League is forced to make an impossible
decision...and now it's time to face the consequences! And then, Hawkgirl takes wing against Lex Luthor; John
Stewart faces off with Sinestro; the Flash must run down Gorilla Grodd; and Wonder Woman tackles Black
Manta and the Cheetah-Underwater!
Bryan Hitch makes his triumphant return to DC Entertainment with the world's most powerful heroes, the
JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA! It's massive widescreen action and adventure from superstar writer/artist
Hitch, as the League comes up against an armada of aliens heading for Earth that claims to be a peaceful
religious tribe. But something sinister is lurking in their ranks...something with ties to ancient Krypton! And
more importantly...whose side will the Man of Steel fall on? With the classic line-up of Superman, Batman,
Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, The Flash, Aquaman and Cyborg, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: POWER &
GLORY sees the World's Greatest Heroes doing what they do best: fighting impossible threats too big for just
one of them! Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #1-4 and #6-10.
The new reign of Darkseid begins in the Ghost Sector! With the death of the New Gods, he plans to use the
Sepulkore to rebuild a new army, but even the great Darkseid couldn’t enslave and control the Ghost Sector
alone. He’ll require the help of the New Gods’ newest heralds: Cyborg, Starfire and Azrael!
Infinite Frontier (2021) #0
Aquaman and the Others Vol. 1: Legacy of Gold
Justice League Incarnate (2021-) #5
Legacies
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book One Deluxe Edition

The Justice-Doom War approaches! This is the culmination of the Legion of Doom's master plan,
and some may not survive. Writers Scott Snyder and James Tynion IV, with artists Jorge Jimenez
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and Javier Fernandez, are taking you to war for the universe! Eons ago, the Monitor, the AntiMonitor and the World Forger stopped the rise of Perpetua. Now Lex Luthor is trying to empower
Perpetua, turning the world toward doom. The Justice League must race through the past, present
and future to gather pieces of the Totality if they want to stop Lex Luthor's plan from coming
to fruition. But the Legion of Doom will stop at nothing to unleash Perpetua on the Multiverse.
Writer Scott Snyder teams up with James Tynion IV and artists Jorge Jimenez, Jim Cheung and
Javier Fernandez for an incredible finale! Collects Justice League #26-39.
After the shocking ending of Infinite Frontier, Justice League Incarnate defends the Multiverse
from Darkseid across infinite Earths! Following a devastating defeat at the hands of the one
true Darkseid, the Superman of Earth-23 leads a team of superheroes from myriad worlds that
includes Flashpoint Batman, China’s Flash from Earth-0, Captain Carrot from Earth-26, and the
brand new superhero DR. MULTIVERSE from Earth-8 in a last ditch effort to stop the end of every
possible universe as we know it! Written by Joshua Williamson and Dennis Culver with first-issue
art by Brandon Peterson and Andrei Berssan and a rotating cast of artists exploring the many
different worlds of the DC Multiverse, this can’t-miss series is the next thrilling chapter in
the Infinite Frontier saga!
A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! Spinning directly out of the events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, a
new day dawns for the Justice League as they welcome a slew of new members into their ranks. The
question remains though, can the world's greatest superheroes trust these new recruits? And will
the members of League be able to come together against an ancient evil that threatens to reclaim
not just the world, but the entire universe! Masterful storytelling, epic action, and
unbelievable art come together in JUSTICE LEAGUE from best-selling comic book writer Bryan Hitch
(JLA) and superstar artist Tony S. Daniel (BATMAN, DETECTIVE COMICS). Collects JUSTICE LEAGUE
#6-11. Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards the
future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the world's greatest
superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past,
protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing
saga of the DC Universe. The legacy continues.
DC characters Vixen, Lobo, the Ray, the Atom, Black Canary and Killer Frost are no one’s idea of
Earth’s greatest heroes...and yet they’ve all been brought together by Batman to form a new
incarnation of the Justice League and all that it stands for. This new League was founded on
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principles of hope, on the idea that everyone deserves a second chance...and yet those same
ideals now threaten to tear the team apart. When the team rescues Makson, a strange man from a
hidden land of monsters, it seems like he’s ready for that exact kind of second chance. But
Batman has his doubts. If he’s wrong about Makson, does he really believe in the optimistic
vision that the team was founded on? And if he’s right, does anyone ever deserve the Justice
League’s trust again? Writer Steve Orlando (MIDNIGHTER AND APOLLO) and artists including Felipe
Watanabe (CYBORG) and Andy MacDonald (DETECTIVE COMICS), Jamal Campbell (Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers) and Neil Edwards (JUSTICE LEAGUE) test the limits of the strangest team to ever call
themselves the Justice League of America! Collects issues #7-11.
Konstriction
Justice League Odyssey (2018-2020) #12
Dark Horse Comics/DC Comics: Justice League Volume 2
Justice League of America: Power and Glory
Justice League of America Vol. 2: Curse of the Kingbutcher
Acclaimed writer Len Wein chronicles the DC Universe's epic history in this title spanning five generations of
heroes starring Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, The Justice League of America, The Teen
Titans and more. Collecting the ten-issue
Spinning out of AQUAMAN, the King of Atlantis re-joins his first team—years before he even met his superpowered allies in the Justice League—The Others. With strange powers, abilities and mysterious origins, The
Prisoner, Ya'Wara, and The Operative unite with Aquaman after they find themselves targeted by an unknown foe
that wants their Atlantean artifacts! This new dynamic new series is written by Dan Jurgens (DEATH OF
SUPERMAN) and illustrated by Lan Medina (FABLES). Collects AQUAMAN #20, AQUAMAN ANNUAL #1 and
AQUAMAN AND THE OTHERS #1-5.
A brand-new era begins here! Comics legends Scott Snyder and Jim Cheung launch the Justice League into a
cosmos-shaking mystery that will draw out their most terrible foes...in ways our heroes couldn't possibly imagine!
The League was forced to make an impossible decision...and now its time to face the consequences! The
returning Martian Manhunter struggles to protect the team from an incoming threat that will shatter the world
as they know it, while a familiar face strikes out on a dark path... Spinning out of the cataclysmic events of Dark
Nights: Metal and the universe-defining No Justice, the core members of the Justice League--Superman, Batman,
Wonder Woman, Aquaman, The Flash and more--are finally reunited for an adventure for the ages! One of the
most critically acclaimed authors of his generation finally scribes DC's flagship title in Justice League Vol. 1!
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Collects Justice League #1-7.
"Originally published in single magazine form in Justice League Beyond digital chapters 1-16."
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